“ The speed at which I can access highly

relevant information through Lawtel allows
me to concentrate on delivering the best
possible service to my clients.
– Owen Lloyd, Knowledge Manager, Newlaw.
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Thomson Reuters
Thomson Reuters is the world’s leading source of intelligent information for businesses and professionals.
We combine industry expertise with innovative technology to deliver critical information to leading decision makers
in the financial and risk, legal, tax and accounting, intellectual property and science and media markets, powered by
the world’s most trusted news organisation. For more information, go to thomsonreuters.com

LAWTEL: WE KEEP TRACK SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO.

TOP 10 REASONS
WHY YOU SHOULD
BE USING LAWTEL

UP-TO-THE-MINUTE

Staying informed of the latest
developments has never been
more crucial in delivering for your
clients. With over 100 specialist areas, our hugely popular updates service
allows you to track multiple practice areas or specific clients, cases or
legislation, emailing you each morning with the information you rely on. You
can then work more effectively and stay ahead of the competition.

LEGAL UPDATES

FOLLOW A CASE

With our Pending
Actions service you
ON ITS JOURNEY THROUGH THE COURTS
can follow a claim
from the initial stages right through to a High Court decision, tracking key documents
and developments before a hearing date is fixed. We also provide comprehensive coverage
of Permissions to Appeal (PTA) cases from the Court of Appeal, Civil Division, and aim to
publish these within 48 hours of receiving the transcript. You can search for PTA cases and
link to direct history and related proceedings to help you place the case in context.

Finding the information you need is easier than ever. Search across all Lawtel content
by document title, a particular phrase or with a free-text search. Collect documents
as you go by adding them to ‘My Folder’ and change your search at any time
without having to start again. When you’ve
finished simply download, print or email your
documents. To keep up to date, set up alerts to
receive email notifications whenever new relevant
content is added to Lawtel, and you can share your
research findings with colleagues via our link builder.

SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE &

POWERFUL

FUNCTIONALITY

OUR EXTEMPORE
JUDGMENTS KEEP
YOU AHEAD

To keep you informed of the latest
decisions that will impact you, our team
of court reporters are on the ground every
day to provide comprehensive coverage
of extempore judgments from seven court
divisions. Our case digests are written and published on the same day for the Court
of Appeal, and within 24 hours for all other major cases. With official transcripts
often unavailable for up to five weeks, and sometimes not at all, this gives you
access to crucial decisions with unrivalled speed.

Updated every 24 hours, we offer you everything you
need to know about Personal Injury. We have a host
of PI Practice Tools to make your life easier, including
College guidelines, Ogden Tables, and
PACKAGE Judicial
Interest and Inflation calculators. Our PI Bulletin also
delivers unrivalled case analysis of the most crucial cases straight to your inbox. With
damages and PSLAs automatically updated for inflation every month, you can access
over 4,300 quantum reports, rising to over 9,300 if you also subscribe to Kemp on
Lawtel. Find summaries of articles from leading PI journals and specialist guidance with
the Kemp Commentary, taking you through every step of handling a PI case.

THE COMPLETE

PERSONAL
INJURY

LITIGATOR

This invaluable service is a collection of
– OUR
Civil Procedural Guides, providing a ‘how to’
STRAIGHTFORWARD
approach to litigation. Covering the most
commonly encountered areas of dispute,
Litigator enables you to complete your work quickly, secure in the knowledge that you’re
following correct and up-to-date procedure. Providing step-by-step instructions laid out
in chronological order and supplemented with expert guidance and direct links to relevant
materials (e.g. precedents), Litigator puts everything you need together in one place.

PROCEDURAL GUIDES

THE SERVICE THAT PUTS

Lawtel EU gives you instant
access to all official EU
documents in a single location.
You can find a wide range of EU cases as well as the fully consolidated text
of the EU Treaties as amended by the Treaty of Lisbon. Find EU legislation
with details including implementation, amendments and repeals, plus with
our EU Legislative Calendar you can see when changes are due to come into
force and link through to the full text.

EU LAW INTO CONTEXT

NEVER MISS A NEW DEVELOPMENT WITH

OUR LEGISLATION CALENDAR

Our Legislation Calendar allows you to stay a step ahead by
providing access to the law of the future. Providing prospective
legislation information that covers both the UK and EU, you can
filter and view forthcoming legislation by type, subject area and
timing to find out what’s happening in a particular practice area.

If a case transcript is not yet available or is hard to track down, you
can submit a request to our Transcripts Express team and they will
find the document for you. Simply email tracking@lawtel.com or fill
out the order form on
GET WHAT YOU NEED WITH
our website, and our
team will do the rest.

TRANSCRIPTS EXPRESS

GAIN CPD POINTS WITH

Learn how to make the most
of Lawtel, with our various
training options. Each hour
of training will earn you 1 CPD point, and you can pick and choose training
on the areas that matter to you. Sign up to a Lawtel lesson today and let our
trainer turn you into a Lawtel pro. For a schedule of lessons have a look at the
help pages once you’re logged in.

LAWTEL TRAINING
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